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We showthat the dressed-atom approach provides a quantitative understanding of the main features of radiative
dipole forces (mean value, fluctuations, velocity dependence) in the high-intensity limit where perturbative treatments are no longer valid. In an inhomogeneouslaser beam, the energies of the dressed states vary in space, and this
gives rise to dressed-state-dependent forces. Spontaneous transitions between dressed states lead to a multivalued
instantaneous force fluctuating around a mean value. The velocity dependence of the mean force is related to the
modification, induced by the atomic motion, of the population balance between the different dressed states. The
corresponding modification of the atomic energy is associated with a change of the fluorescencespectrum emitted by
the atom. The particular case of atomic motion in a standing wave is investigated, and two regimes are identified in
which the mean dipole force averaged over a wavelength exhibits a simple velocity dependence. The large values of

this force achievable with reasonable laser powers are pointed out with view to slowing down atoms with dipole
forces.

INTRODUCTION
Absorption and emission of photons by an atom irradiated
by a resonant or quasi-resonant laser beam give rise to a
variation of the atomic momentum that can be analyzed, for
time scales longer than the radiative lifetime, in terms of
radiative forces fluctuating around a mean value.'-3
For an atom at rest or slowly moving, the mean radiative
force is usually split into two partsl 2 : The first part is
related to the phase gradient of the laser wave (and to the
quadrature part of the atomic dipole) and is called radiation
pressure. The second one, related to the intensity gradient
of the laser (and to the in-phase atomic dipole), is called
dipole force.

The radiation-pressure force is now well understood, and
its various features, such as velocity dependence and momentum diffusion, have been analyzed in detail in terms of
cycles involving absorption of laser photons and pontaneous emission of fluorescence photons.

24 6

-

The dipole force, on the other hand, is due to redistribution of photons among the various plane waves forming the
light wave, using absorption-stimulated emission cycles.12 7 8 Unfortunately, this interpretation does not give a
physical account for some characteristics of the dipole force,

especially at high intensity.

Consider, for example, the

problem of atomic motion in a standing wave formed by two

counterpropagating plane waves. At low intensity, one
finds that the dipole force averaged over a wavelength is just

the sum of the radiation pressures of the two running
waves.5 9 In particular, the force is a damping one for nega-

tive detuning (laser frequency lower than atomic frequency),
and this is easily understood when one considers that, owing

to the Doppler effect, a moving atom "sees" the counterpropagating running wave more than the other one; it therefore
0740-3224/85/111707-14$02.00

experiences a force opposed to its velocity (usual radiative
cooling). At high intensity, however, this conclusion is reversed"l10 "'1: One finds that the force heats the atoms for a
negative detuning and coolsthem for a positive one. Such a
surprising result has not yet been interpreted physically.
The purpose of this paper is to present precisely for the
high-intensity domain a new theoretical treatment of the
dipole force that will allow us to give a physical interpretation for such unexpected features. This treatment is based
on the dressed-atom approach that has been already applied
with success to the physical interpretation of resonance fluorescence in the saturation regime.14 6 6
The fact that the dressed-atom approach is well adapted
to the high-intensity limit can be easily understood. When
the Rabi frequency w, characterizing the strength of the
laser atom coupling is large compared with the spontaneous
damping rate r, it is a good approximation to consider first
the energy levels of the combined system: atom and laser
photons interacting together (dressed states). Then, in a
second step, we can take into account the effect of spontaneous emission (coupling with all other empty modes of the
radiation field), which can be described as a radiative-relax-

ation mechanism inducing, for example, population transfers between the dressed states with well-defined rates.
The case of an atom moving in an inhomogeneous laser
beam raises new interesting questions. The Rabi frequency
w, then varies in space, since it is proportional to the position-dependent laser amplitude. It followsthat the energy
of the dressed states is now a function of r, so that it is
possible to define for each dressed state a force equal to
minus the gradient of the energy of this state. As in the
Stern-Gerlach effect, we can introduce a force that depends
on the internal state of the dressed atom. Is the dipole force
© 1985 Optical Society of America
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connected with such dressed-state-dependent forces? Is it
possible with such an approach to build a clear physical
picture of dipole forces and to derive quantitative expressions for their main features: mean values, fluctuations,
velocity dependence? This is the problem that we want to
address in this paper.

On the other hand, we shall also require the atomic velocity
to be known with a good accuracy, such that the Dopplereffect dispersion kAv is small compared with the natural
linewidth F of the excited level:

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 1, we pre-

sent our notations. The dressed-atom approach is introduced in Section 2. Section 3 is devoted to the calculation of
the mean dipole force and of its velocity dependence. We
then calculate in Section 4 the momentum diffusion coefficient induced by the fluctuations of the dipole force. Final-

(1.7)

Ar << X.

kAv

<<r.

(1.8)

Note that, because of Heisenberg inequality:
mArAv

h,

(1.9)

inequalities (1.7) and (1.8) are compatible only if

ly, in Section 5, we investigate the particular case of atoms

h2 k 2
2m

moving in a standing wave, and we compare our results with

(1.10)

«<hr.

previous ones.

We shall suppose that inequality (1.10) is satisfied throughout this paper. Note that it is then possible to show 2 that
the forces and the diffusion coefficients calculated semiclas-

1. NOTATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS
The total Hamiltonian is the sum of three parts:
H=HA+HR+

V,

(1.1)

sically, as is done here, are identical to the ones appearing in
a fully quantum treatment of the atomic motion. 3 4"12"13

where HA is the atomic Hamiltonian, HR the Hamiltonian of

the radiation field, and V the atom-field coupling. HA is the
sum of the kinetic and the internal energies of the atom
considered here as a two-level system:
p2
HA = 2 + hwob+b.

(1.2)

w0 is the atomic resonance frequency and b and b+ the lowering and raising operators:
b = g) (el,

b = e) (

(1.3)

(lg) is the atomic ground level and le) the excited one). The
electromagnetic field is quantized on a complete set of orthonormal field distributions

6

6x(r), one among which corre-

sponds to the laser field L(r). The Hamiltonian HR of the
free radiation field is then
HR

= E

hwxa, ag,

(1.4)

where a and ax+ are, respectively, the destruction and the
creation operators of a photon in the mode X. The atomfield coupling V can be written in the electric-dipole

and

=

-d- [b+E+(R) + bE-(R)],

(1.5)

where d is the atomic electric-dipole moment and E+(R) and
E-(R) the positive and the negative frequency components
of the electric field taken for the atomic position operator R:
E+(R) =

E

The semiclassicalapproximation leads to expressions for the
forces and the diffusion coefficients that are average values
of products involving internal atomic operators and field
operators taken at the center of the atomic wave packet r
(see Section 3). The usual method for calculating these
average values is to start from optical Bloch equations
(OBE's) for an atom at point r and to extract from their
steady-state solution the required quantities. This method
is in theory simple, but it does not lead to any physical
picture concerning the dipole force and its velocity dependence.

The dressed-atom approach used in this paper treats the
atom-field coupling in a different way .1416 We first diago-

nalize the Hamiltonian of the coupled system (atom + laser
photons) and obtain in this way the so-called dressed states.
We then take into account the coupling of the dressed atom
with the empty modes of the electromagnetic field that is
responsible for spontaneous

A.

Position-Dependent Dressed States

Let us start with the dressed-atom Hamiltonian at point r,
HDA(r),which is the sum of the atomic internal energy, the
laser mode energy, and the atom-laser mode coupling:
HDA(r) =

6x(R)ax,

h(COL-

E-(R) =

*(R)a,+.

We shall use here a semiclassical approximation

(1.6)

This is valid as soon as the extension

)b b + hWLaL

aL

[d * L(r)b aL + d

where we have introduced the detuning
and the atomic frequencies:
= '-L -CO

in the

treatment of the atomic motion, by replacing the atomic
position operator R by its average value (R) = r in expressions such as 6L(R).

emission of fluorescence pho-

tons. Note that, as when one uses OBE's, this treatment is
done at a given point r, i.e.,we omit in this section the kinetic
energy term P 2 /2m in HA [Eq. (1.2)].

rotating-wave approximations as
V

2. DRESSED-ATOM APPROACH

<< L, CO'

L*(r)baL+],

(2.1)

between the laser
(2.2)

If the atom-laser mode coupling is not taken into account (d
= 0), the eigenstates of the dressed Hamiltonian are
bunched in manifolds n (Fig. la), n integer, separated by

Ar of the atomic wave packet is small compared with the

the energy hwL, each manifold consisting of the two states g,

laser wavelength X,scale of variation of 6 L:

n + 1) and

le,n) (atom in the internal state g or e in the

'n
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Fig. 1.

Dressed-atom energy diagram.

C

I

a, States of the combined atom-laser mode system without coupling, bunched in well-separated

two-

dimensional manifolds. b, Dressed states in a given point r. The laser-atom coupling produces a r-dependent splitting Q(r) between the two
dressed states of a given manifold.

c, Variation across the laser beam of the dressed-atom energy levels. The energy splitting and the wave

functions both depend on r. Out of the laser beam, the energy levels connect with the uncoupled states of a.

presence of n + 1 or n laser photons). The atom-laser
coupling connects only the two states of a given manifold

(transition from g to e with the absorption of one laser
photon), and it can be characterized by the phase s(r) and
the Rabi frequency l(r) (real) defined by

1, n; r) - exp[is(r)/2]cos 0(r)Ie, n)

12,n; r)

=

+ exp[-i~p(r)/2]sin 0(r)lg, n + 1),
-exp[i4p(r)/2]sin (r)le, n)
+ exp[-isc(r)/2]cos 0(r)lg, n + 1),

(2.6)

where the angle 0(r) is defined by
i (e, n

g, n + 1) =-2n+1

d . L(r)

-l(r)exp[iso(r)].

cos 20(r) = -Q(r),

~~~~~h

h

(2.3)

Note that wl(r) actually depends on the number n of photons in the manifold, but we shall neglect this dependence by
supposing that the laser beam is initially excited in a coherent state with a Poisson distribution for n, the width An of

-+
2

which is very small compared with the average number of

photons.
At this approximation, we then find a periodic energy
diagram for HDAwhen we take the atom-laser coupling into
account (Fig. lb). The new eigenenergies for the manifold
6n are

Einl(r) =(n +1)hCOL

h=hQ(r)
2

2

h2

h(r)

sin 20(r) = wv(r)/Q(r). (2.7)

The important point is that, in an inhomogeneous laser
beam, these energies and eigenstates will vary with the position r. In Fig. c, we have represented the variation of the
energy levels across a Gaussian laser beam:

Out of the

beam, the dressed levels coincide with the bare ones, and
their splitting in a manifold is just h. Inside the beam, each
dressed level is a linear superposition of Ig, n + 1) and e, n),
and the splitting between the two dressed states of a given
manifold is now hU(r), larger than h.
B. Effect of Spontaneous Emission

We now take into account the coupling of the dressed atom
with the empty modes, responsible for spontaneous emission
of fluorescence photons.

The emission frequencies corre-

and the corresponding eigenvectors (dressed states) can be

spond to transitions allowed between dressed levels, i.e., to
transitions between states connected by a nonzero matrix
element of the atomic dipole. In the uncoupled basis, the
only transition allowed is from le,n) to g, n). In the coupled basis, we find transitions from the two dressed states of
6n [both contaminated by e, n), see Eqs. (2.6)] to the two
dressed states of &n-i(both contaminated by Ig,n)), and the
dipole matrix element dij(r) between ij,n; r) and Ii, n - 1;r)

written as

is given by [cf Eqs. (2.6)]

E2n(r) = (n + )hWL

E 2~~ ( r~2)

with
Q(r) = [i

2

(r) +

52 1/2,

(2.4)

(2.5)
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master equation. For a fixed point r, one then finds for the
evolution of H1,and 112that

I1,n)r>_

il(r) = -r2l(r)11(r) + r12 (r)II2(r),

Fn

(2.11)

f12(r) = r2l(r)111(r) - r12 (r)II 2 (r),

|2,n ;r >-

where the rates of transfer rij from j to i are proportional to
the squares of the dipole matrix elements dij's:
r12(r) = r sin 4 0(r),
G)L+

Since each transition 1 - 2 or 2
emission of a photon WL + 2 or

L-Q(T)
2

g

-

L -

=

r cos4 0(r).

1 corresponds to the
Q r2111 and r12 II 2

h,2(r) = [-ig(r) - rCoh(r)]pl 2(r),
h2l(r) = [iQ2r)- rCoh(r)]p 2 (r),

I. . t
l, n- ;r>

(2.12)

represent, respectively, the number of photons emitted per
unit time in the sidebands WL + Qand 0L - R. For a fixed
point r, the evolution of P12and P21is given by

rl 2

I

(2.13)

with
rCOh(r)=

12, n

1 2,(r)

r [2+

cos2 0(r)

sin 2 0(r)j.

(2.14)

S

- 1;,r

Fig. 2. Spontaneous radiative transitions between two adjacent
manifolds, giving rise to the three components of the fluorescence
spectrum with frequencies WL + , WL, WL - g. rji is the transition

The steady-state solution of Eqs. (2.11) and (2.13) is

ISt
t1(r=

rate from a level i to a level j.

2Str ==
ll2itr)

dij(r) = (i, n - 1; rld(b + b+)Ij, n; r),
dl = -d 2 2 = d cos 0 sin Oei',
d 2 =-de"P

sin 2 0,

d 2 l = dei cos 2 0.

p12 't(r) =

(2.8)

Three different frequencies correspond to these four transitions allowed (Fig. 2): WL + Q(r) for I1,n; r) to 12,n - 1; r),
cL - Q (r) for 12, n; r) to I1, n-1; r), andcL for I1,n; r) to 11,

It is now possible to write a master equation'4' for the
density matrix p of the dressed atom at a given point r. This
equation describes both the internal free evolution of the
dressed atom (atom-laser coupling) and the relaxation that
is due to the atom-vacuum coupling, which causes, through
the transitions n n-. ..
a cascade of the dressed
atom down its energy diagram. Actually, in this paper, we
shall need not this complete master equation but only the
evolution of the four reduced populations and coherences
11i(r) and pij(r) defined by

11i(r)=

,(r)
2+

r12(r)

=r
- =

+ r 2l(r)

(2.15)

rpop(r) = rF2 (r) + r2l(r) = r[cos 4 0(r) + sin4 0(r)]
(2.16)

for the populations Hi, since Eqs. (2.11) can be rewritten,
using Eqs. (2.15) and H1,+ 112 = 1, as
Ai(r = -rp.P(r)[Hi(r

- Hi't(r)].

(2.17)

Note, finally, that in steady state we have, according to Eqs.
(2.11), r2lII1st = r 2112st, so that equal numbers of photons
are emitted in the two sidebands L ± 2. Furthermore, one

can show that the two sidebands have the same width, given
by Eq. (2.14). It follows that, in steady state, the fluores7

(2.9a)

C. Effect of Atomic Motion

(2.9b)

If the point r varies with time (case of a moving atom), it is
still possible to obtain the evolution of the I's and pj's.
The master equation must be modified to take into account
the time dependence of i, n; r(t)) and I, n; r(t)) in Eqs.

n

pij(r) = , (i, n; rlpj, n; r).

0(r)

p21st(r) = 0.

cence spectrum is symmetric.'
(i, n; rlpli, n; r),

Cos4 +C
0(r)S

4

sin 4 0(r) +cs

It is reached with a rate rcoh(r) for the coherences Pij and
with a rate

n - 1;r) and 12,n; r) to 12,n - 1; r). We interpret simply in
this way the triplet structure ofthe fluorescence spectrum.' 7
6

4
0(r)
_ (r1_2 (r)
+
r) =__ 44 sin +)
dCOS4
r12(r) + 2l(r) sin 0(r) -- cs 0(r)

n

Furthermore, we shall restrict ourselves in the following to

(2.9). Using

the limit of well-resolved lines:
Q(r) >>r,

which means either intense fields (lw,(r)l
detunings

flj(r)

(2.10)

>>r) or

large

(i, n; rlkli, n; r) + (i, n; rlpli, n; r)

+ (i,n;rlpli,n;r)

(I I1
>>r). In such a case, a secular approximation

can be made that greatly simplifies the relaxation part of the

=

with

(2.18)
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li, n; r) = v .Vli, n; r)

(2.19)

and coming back to the definitions (2.6) of
obtains, for example,

Ii, n; r), one

+ iv - Vspsin 0

0

COS (P21

P12= -[i(Q + v Vep cos 20)

(2.26)] so that the adiabatic approximation holds for any

+ roh]Pl12

](1I 2 -

11).(2.20b)

The variation dIi = flidt of Ii during the time dt now
appears from Eq. (2.20a) as the sum of two terms:
dIi = (dllu)Rad + (dIId)NA.

(2.21)

(dli)Rad corresponds to the modification of Hi that is due to
radiative relaxation through spontaneous emission:

(dI)Rad= -rpop(i

-

Iit)-

3. MEAN DIPOLE FORCE fp
A.

Expression of fdIpin Terms of Dressed States

As usual in semiclassical theory, we start, according to the
Heisenberg point of view,from the equation of motion of the
atomic momentum P. The force operator F is defined as the
time derivative of P:

F =d=

[VO(p
12 + P21)+ i sin 0 COSOVS(P21 -P12)]

= -(dH2)NA.

(2.23)

This modification of the dressed populations, induced by
the atomic motion, is due to the spatial variation of the
dressed levels: We shall call this term nonadiabatic (NA)
kinetic coupling since it describes the possibility for a moving atom initially on a level i, n; r(0)) to reach, in the
absence of spontaneous emission, the other level Ij,n; r(t)) (j
s! i), instead of following adiabatically Ii, n; r(t)). Let us
take, for example, the case of an atom that goes from the

[H P] =-VRH =-VRV

(3.1)

h

dt

(2.22)

Such a term already appeared for an atom at rest [cf. Eq.
(2.17)]. (dlli)NA,on the other hand, represents the contribution of the two terms proportional to the atomic velocity:
(dlll)NA = vdt

(2.29)

velocity.

sine OS

+ [V.*VO + iv v*,

-

Note that for a resonant wave ( = 0), VO is zero [see Eq.
(2.20a)

P12),

-

The effect of this NA coupling, which is maximal at the
nodes of the standing wave, is negligible compared with the
transfer by spontaneous emission (smaller than rX/2v) when
kv <<kvcr = (2iirbl/2)1/3

Ii, = -popa(1 - fIlst) + V*VO(p1
2 + P21)

1711

In the semiclassical treatment followed here, we replace in
VRH the position operator R by its average value r. Furthermore, we are interested in the average f of F over both
field and internal atomic states:
f(r) = (F((R))).

(3.2)

In such an average, the contribution of empty modes in Eq.
(3.1) vanishes, and the average force is related only to the
gradient of the atom-laser mode coupling:

f(r) = (b aLV[d *

L(r)]

+ baL V[d

L*(r)])-

Using Eq. (2.3), this can be written as
hVcol

h__

f(r) =2

Vs(pege-°

-

Pgee)

-

2

_

(peg

+ pgee"'),

antinode to the node of a standing wave and that thus experiences a rapid change of the dressed levels, and let us give an
order of magnitude of the velocity v for which this NA coupling becomes important.
The probability i j for a NA
transition from i, n; r) to Ij, n; r) is overestimated by (see

(3.3)

(3.4)
where we have put
(e, npig, n + 1),

Peg =

Ref. 18)

n
; i(t))12

Pi-j '< Su

I (j, n; r(t)l-t,n
IWj(t)l 2

(2.24)

Pge =

E

(g,

n + 1pIe, n).

(3.5)

n

wij(t) is the Bohr frequency between levels i and j at time t
equal to +Q[r(t)]. On the other hand, using expression (2.6)
for the dressed levels,we obtain ( constant)

Ii, n; r(t)) = v - Vy1j, n; r(t)),

(2.25)

2(V2

+

W2 )

(2.26)

In a standing wave, co varies as wl(r) =

6w, sin k r
2
2+
cos 2 k r

2
and

Its two parts are,

(
2
l_
+<-.(2.28)

and Eqs. (2.7) give for VO

IVl=k~

Expression (3.4) for f(r) is well known.

respectively, the radiation-pressure term proportional to the
gradient of the phase s(r) and the dipole force proportional
to the gradient of the Rabi frequency wi(r). As indicated in
the Introduction, we are interested here in the dipole force,
so we shall focus on this second term in all the following,and
we shall omit all terms proportional to V. Using expres-

sions (2.6) for the dressed levels, the mean dipole force fdip

can be written in the dressed-atom basis as

, cos kr so that
<k
2

(2.27)

W1

.

fdip=

2hVQ 2

2

II,) - hQV0(p12 + P2).

(3.6)

B. Energy Balance in a Small Displacement

kv

2

pJ < (L
12
I2

6 1

+

sin krI

J,12

_

Cos

2

2

kr

3

kv
2 -2

2

In order to get some physical insight into expression (3.6) of
fdip,we now calculate the work dW that has to be provided
for moving the dressed atom by a quantity dr:
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dW= -fdip- dr
.4-

cence photons) during the time dt of the displacement dr:

1)+ hQV0 dr(p12 + P21).

2 *dr(H2 -

=-h

2

14

U

(3.7)

c;..

e4

c-

The first term of this expression can be written simply as

c;

hd2
2

-

*M

4c-'

(I2 -I1) = E llidEi,

(3.8)

i=1,2

where dEi represents the change of energy of the dressed
level Ii, n; r) in the manifold &n:
El(r) = 2 hQ(r),

E2(r) =

-

I hQ(r) = -El(r).

2

(3.9)

[El and E2 are the deviations of Eln and E2 n from (Eln +
E2J)/2, which is independent of r-see Eqs. (2.4).] Using
Eq. (2.23), we can reexpress the second term of Eq. (3.7) in

(3.17)
dUF = (r2 1llhQ - rl2II 2 hQ)dt.
Such a result can be understood by considering that, during
the time dt, dn laser photons (energy hcoL)disappear, and dn
fluorescence photons are emitted. Photons emitted on
transitions Ii, n; r) - Ii, n - 1; r) can be omitted in the
energy balance since they have the same energy hcoL as laser
photons. By contrast, photons emitted on transitions I1, n; r)

- 12,n-1;r) or12,n;r)- 11, n-1;r) haveanegrgyhOL
+ hQ or hCOL - hQ, and the emission of such photons changes
the energy of the field by a quantity hQ or -hQ. [Actually,

because of the Doppler effect, the mean frequencies of the
three components of the fluorescence spectrum are slightly
shifted from the values WL, WL+ Q, L - Q£. We neglect these
shifts for the moment, and we shall discuss their physical
consequences later on. See remark (2) at the end of this
subsection.] Since there are, respectively, r21l~ldt and
r 12 11
2 dt transitions during dt, we understand why the ener-

terms of the NA change of Ili in the displacement dr = vdt:

gy change dUF of the field is given by Eq. (3.17). Note that
dUFdifferent from zero implies that r21 IHjdt# rP12 I 2dt, i.e.,

hQVO vdt(p 12 +

that the numbers of photons dn+ and dn_ emitted in the two
sidebands COL+ Q and WL are not the same. In other

-

P21 ) = hQ(dlll)NA = -h(dHI 2 )NA

[(dIl)NA

-

(dH2)NA]

= E

Ei(dIi)NA. (3.10)

Finally, dW can be written as
dW =

Y [IlidEi + Ei(dli)NA]-

words, the energy change dUF of the field is associated with

an asymmetry between the two sidebands of the fluorescence spectrum emitted by the atom during the displacement dr.
Finally, we can write

(3.11)

dW = -fdp

i=1,2

dr = dUA + dUF,

(3.18)

A first comment that can be made about Eq. (3.11) is that

which shows that the work done against the dipole force for

only NA changes of populations (dll,)NA appear in dW. It
follows that, if v is low enough, NA effects can be neglected
[(see expression 2.29)], and we can keep only the first term of
Eq. (3.11):

moving the atom from r to r + dr is transformed into a
variation of atomic and field energies. Note that Eq. (3.18)

dW =

HlidEi

if

v << Vcr.

(3.12)

Since (dHi)NA is not equal to (dHIi),it is clear also from Eq.

(3.11) that dW is not equal to the change of Xi EiIli, which
can be interpreted as the mean potential energy of the atom
in the field. In other words, if we put
UA

=

E

EfIIi,

(3.13)

then
dW 5# dUA.

(3.14)

In order to understand the physical meaning of the difference between dW and dUA, we now add and substract Li
Ei(dlli)rad to the right-hand side of Eq. (3.11). Using Eqs.
(2.21) and (3.13), we first obtain
dW = dUA

-

Ei(dIfi)Rad.

(3.15)

is valid for any velocity (since NA effects are included in
dUA).
Remarks

I

(1) The energy dUF taken by the field is different from zero
even in the quasi-static limit, i.e., when the velocity v be-

tween r and r + dr is extremely low. This is because the
steady-state populations HiSt(r) depend on r. If, for exam-

ple, II t(r + dr) < lSt(r) and, consequently, HI
2 st(r + dr) >
H2 st(r), there are necessarily more transitions from 1 to 2
than from 2 to 1 during the displacement dr. This means
that, in the quasi-static limit, the difference dn+ - dn_
between the number of photons emitted in the two sidebands depends only on dr and not on the velocity. On the
other hand, when v decreases, the time dt required for going
from r to r + dr increases, and the number of photons dn+
and dn- increases. This shows that the relative asymmetry
of the fluorescence spectrum (dn+ - dn-)/(dn+ + dn-) tends
to zero when v tends to zero, whereas the absolute asymmetry dn+ - dn- remains constant and proportional to dUF.

(2) We come back now to the mean Doppler shift of the
fluorescence spectrum mentioned above. Consider the simple case of an atom moving with velocity v in a plane wave

Then, we use Eqs. (2.11) and (3.9)to transform the last term

We claim now that the last term of Eq. (3.16) is the energy

with wave vector k. In the rest frame of the atom, the laser
photons have a frequency WL - k v, and the fluorescence
spectrum is centered on &OL- k v. Coming back to the
laboratory frame and averaging over the direction of the
spontaneously emitted photons, one finds that the fluores-

change dUF of the electromagnetic

cence spectrum is still centered, on the average, on WL - k v.

of Eq. (3.15), and, finally, we obtain

dW = dU, + (W2HlThM - Fl

2 h0)dt-

(3.16)

field (laser + fluores-
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If n fluorescence cycles occur per unit time, the energy balance dUF of the field calculated above in Eq. (3.17) must be

those that coincide with Ig,n + 1 ) outside the laser beam. It

corrected in the laboratory frame by an amount -ndthk v
equal to -nhk dr. Such a correction corresponds to the
work done against the radiation-pressure force nhk. This
shows that taking into account the Doppler shift in the

and that fewer spontaneous transitions start from 1 than

follows that they are less contaminated by e, n) than levels 2
from 2. This shows that levels 1 are more populated than
levels 2 (1St > I 2 st). The force resulting from levels 1 is

therefore dominant, and the atom is expelled from highintensity regions. If the detuning is negative (Fig. 3b), the

energy balance is equivalent to including the radiation-pressure force in this energy balance. Since this paper is devoted to dipole forces, we shall ignore these corrections in what
follows.

conclusions are reversed:

= O, both states 1 and 2 contain the same admixture
ly, if UCL
of e and g, they are equally populated ( 1St = II2St), and the
mean dipole force vanishes.

C. Mean Dipole Force for an Atom at Rest in r
If the atom is at rest in r, we can ignore NA effects and

D. Mean Dipole Force for a Slowly Moving Atom
We consider now a slowly moving atom for which NA effects
are negligible, so that we can use Eq. (3.12) and write

replace in Eq. (3.12) the populations Ii by their steady-state
values

11

ist, which gives

istVEi -lStVE

fdipst =-

- II2StVE 2 .

(3.19)

r5

(02
2

a=

kv << 1

-«

2

r-

(3.23)

<< X.

close to the steady-state values Hist(r), the difference beWe
tween Hi(r) and fliSt(r) being of the order of kv/r.

(3.20)

therefore expect that Eq. (3.22)differs from the steady-state

where we have put

value (3.20) by a term linear in kvlr, which we now want to
VQ.

VW=
C1

evaluate. Before doing this calculation, let us emphasize

(3.21)

that the NA terms neglected in Eq. (3.22) would also give rise

2
1

to velocity-dependent dipole forces if they were taken into
account, but we shall see at the end of this section that their
contribution to fdip- fdipst is much smaller than that of 7ri-

Expression (3.20) of fdipstcoincides exactly with the value

derived from OBE's in the limit (2.10) of well-separated

lines.1' 2 4
We would like, finally, to show how the dressed-atom
approach gives a simple understanding of the connection
between the sign of the dipole force and the sign of the
detuning 6 = COL- Co between the laser and atomic frequencies. If the detuning 6 is positive (Fig. 3a), the levels 1 are

Xst

In order to obtain the first-order correction (in ky/F)to Ii
- HiSt, we go back to Eq. (2.17) [since

6>0

jI1,n r)

<I0

> |e,n ;

3 r1>

IHi(r)

£

the steady-state populations of these states represented by the filled

expels the atom out of the laser beam. b, When 6 = WL - wo< 0, the
state 12,n; r) is more populated than I1, n; r), and the mean dipole
force attracts the atom toward the high-intensity region.

(3.25)

1/rpop(r).

(3.26)

Expression (3.25), which can be also written as

Fig. 3. Interpretation of the sign of the mean dipole force, which is
forces weighted by
the average of the two dressed-state-dependent
circles. a, When 6 = L- coo> 0, the state 1, n; r), which connects
to Ig, n + 1) out of the laser beam, is less contaminated by I e, n) than
12,n; r) and therefore more populated. The mean dipole force then

(3.24)

where

,_

a

Hit(r)].

H_
si't(r)
- vrpop
, VrHist(r),
TPOP(r) =

12,n

-

tains v, we can replace in this term Hli(r)by Hist(r). Equation (3.24) then gives

Hli(r)

I 2,njr)

is negligible],

Since the left-hand-side member of Eq. (3.24) already con-

Ien>D /

~gn+l>

()NA

and we replace Hi(r) by v *VII(r) in the left-hand-side
member of this equation:
v VHli(r) = -FP0 (r) [Ii(r)

I1,n;r>

(3.22)

2 VE2 .

Condition (3.23) means that the Doppler effect is very small
compared with the natural width or, equivalently, that the
atom travels over a small distance (compared with the laser
wavelength X) during the radiative-relaxation time. It follows that the populations Ii(r) for the moving atom are very

o

/

[-V log 1 +

H

tremely small velocities such that

dipole force fdipis the average of the forces -VE and -VE 2
"seen," respectively, on levels I1, n; r) and 12, n; r and
weighted by the probabilities of occupation Hilt and II2't of
these two types of states.
Using Eqs. (3.9) and expressions (2.5) and (2.15) of £ and
IIiSt,we can write Eq. (3.19) as
2

fdip=-Hl 1VE1 -

Furthermore, we limit ourselves in this subsection to ex-

The physical meaning of this expression is clear. The mean

fdip=-6

Levels 2 are more populated, and

the atom is attracted toward high-intensity regions. Final-

sIilt(r- vrPOP),

(3.27)

has a clear physical meaning. The radiative relaxation between the two states 1 and 2 takes place with a certain time
constant

pop

Since the atom is moving, and since the

steady-state population IHist(r)generally depends on r, the
radiative relaxation cannot instantaneously adjust the population Hi(r) to the steady-state value Hist(r) that would be
obtained if the atom were staying in r. There is a certain
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7s t1r )

+a

7E1(F

Iln ;r>

14

U

Ig,n+ 1>
*4

.

Il,nt>
|g,n+1>

II
I
I-

C;)

= 7ESt(7'- d r
1

_Av=

C.)
C)

le,0.1

I

r- dI

7ts
2

I
I
i
I

11
1
I

Interpretation

-

12 n; F >
I

I l
r- d
r

a
Fig.4.

II
I
I

7'2( r)

= 7ESt (F-

2

d

*~

b

of the sign of the velocity-dependent

, r>

r

dipole force (6>0) for a slowly moving atom. a, Level 11,n; r) connects with g, n +

1) out of the laser beam, so that the steady-state population fl 1 -tdecreases as the atom is put in higher-intensity regions: HlSt (r - dr) (hatched
circle) is larger than Ilst (r) (filledcircle), and consequently, H2st (r-dr) < 2list(r).b, For an atom entering with a velocityv in the laser beam,
because of the time lag Tpopof radiative relaxation the instantaneous population in r, H (r), is the steady population at point r - vpop, which is
larger than Il1St (r). The mean dipole force then expels the moving atom out of the laser beam more than if it were at rest. The component of
the force linear in v is therefore a damping term.

lag, characterized by the time constant TpopsO that the
population Hi(r) for an atom passing in r at t is the steadystate population corresponding to a previous time t -Tpop
i.e., corresponding to the position r - VTpop.
Such a simple idea provides a straightforward interpretation of the unusual sign of the velocity-dependent dipole

which is larger than the steady-state force that it would
experience if it were at rest in r: The extra velocity-depen-

force, which we have already mentioned in the Introduction.

dependent force by inserting expression (3.25) into Eq.

The problem is to understand why the dipole force is a
friction force when the detuning is positive, rather than a

(3.22) and by using expressions (2.15) and (2.16) of Hist and
rpop = Tpop1 . We obtain in this way

heating force, as is the case for radiation pressure.

dent force is therefore a damping force. With a negative
detuning, the conclusions would be reversed: The velocitydependent dipole force would then be a heating force.
We can also derive an explicit expression for the velocity-

Consider

an atom entering into a laser beam and suppose that

2h6

= COL
-

coOis positive. We have represented in Fig. 4a the steadystate populations in r, Hlist(r),and I 2 st(r) by a circle with a

fdiP(r,v) = fdipst(r)- r (

diameter proportional to HiSt(r) and I 2st(r), respectively.

3

232) (a . v)a,
(3.31)

Since, for 6 > 0, the state I1, n; r) is transformed continuous-

ly into g, n + 1) out of the laser beam, it is more contaminated by g, n + 1) than 12, n; r), and it is more populated:
Ilist(r) > I 2st(r). Furthermore, the contamination of I1,n;
r) by le, n) increases when the Rabi frequency Cl(r) increases. It follows that Ilslt(r) decreases when r is shifted
toward the laser beam: HIst(r- dr) > Hist(r). Consider

CO12 (r)

where fdipstis the dipole force (3.20) for an atom at rest in r

and where a is given in Eq. (3.21). Such an expression
coincidesexactly [in the limit (2.10)] with the one derived by
Gordon and Ashkin.1 In Section 5, we shall come back to

now an atom moving with the velocity v (Fig. 4b). Accord-

Eq. (3.31) for the particular case of a standing wave, and we
shall calculate the average of fdip(r, v) over a wavelength.

ing to Eq. (3.27), the population Hj(r) in r is not HIst(r) but
IIlst(r - dr) with dr = vrpop. It followsthat

is zero so that one is left only with the contribution of the

IH1 (r) = IIst(r

- vrpop) > Hjst(r).

(3.28)

(The filled circles in Fig. 4b have the same diameters as the
hatched circles of Fig. 4a.) The same argument gives

H1
2 (r)

=

H2 st(r - vTp) <H2 st(r).

(3.29)

Finally, the moving atom is expelled from the high-intensity
region with the force
fdip =

We shall see that the contribution of fdipst(r)to this average
second part, proportional to the velocity,which is a damping
or a heating force, depending on whether the detuning is
positive or negative.
Remark
In this section we have neglected NA effects coming from

(dHi)NA. If they were taken into account, they would give
rise also to velocity-dependent

forces, since (dIH)NAis pro-

portional to v [see Eq. (2.23)]. To estimate the order of
magnitude of these NA forces, we come back to Eq. (3.6), and

2 [Hl(r) - HI
2(r)],

(3.30)

we try to overestimate the last term of this equation that has
been neglected here. From Eq. (2.20b), we obtain
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Instantaneous

(3.32)

4

dipole force

a:n

since IVol and IVsolare, respectively, smaller than or equal to

kw 1/3 and k [see Eq. (2.27)]. This has to be compared with
the v-dependent contribution of the first term of Eq. (3.6),
which is of the order of kvlr since it comes from the differ-

a

P
Fl=-VE 1

t

ence between Hi and H1ist. This shows that NA forces are
£/P or Q£/co1 F smaller than the velocity-dependent forces
studied in this section, which come from the lag of radiative

relaxation for a moving atom. It is therefore correct to
neglect them in the limit (2.10) of well-resolved lines and for
3not too small compared with Cl. (Note, finally, that, if r
were not small compared with £, it would be also necessary
to include nonsecular couplings between diagonal and offdiagonal elements of the density matrix in the master equation describing radiative relaxation).

M

n

a+

Time

Mq

O

ao

i>

F =-VE2

-

-

=-F1

4. ATOMIC-MOMENTUM DIFFUSION DUE TO
THE FLUCTUATIONS OF DIPOLE FORCES
Because of the random character of spontaneous emission,
the forces acting upon an atom in a laser beam fluctuate
around their mean value, and these fluctuations produce a
diffusion of the atomic momentum P, characterized by a
diffusion coefficientD. The calculation of D exhibits several contributions,

most of which are now well understood.

6

For example, there is a contribution that is proportional to
the square of the phase gradient and that is associated with
the fluctuations in the number of fluorescence cycles occuring in a given time interval (fluctuations of radiation pressure). There is also another term describing the fluctuations of the recoil momentum transferred by the fluorescence photons that are emitted in random directions. In
this section we shall focus on the fluctuations of dipole forces
that give rise to a contribution Ddip proportional to the
square of the intensity gradient. Gordon and Ashkin have
already pointed out that the dressed-atom approach provides a simple physical picture for the fluctuations of dipole
forces.' We shall show here that such an approach can lead
also to a quantitative evaluation of Ddipfor an atom at rest.

Fig. 5. The instantaneous dipole force switches back and forth
forces -VE 1 and -VE 2 .
between the two dressed-state-dependent
The intervals of time rl and T2spent in each dressed state between
two successive jumps are random variables.
11 1st and fI2 st of levels 1 and 2. We obtain in this way the
result already derived in Subsection 3.B for the mean dipole
force. But the present discussion also provides a good insight into the random nature of the two-valued instantaneous dipole force.

B. Evaluation of the Momentum Diffusion Coefficient

The fluctuations of dipole forces are responsible for a diffusion of atomic momentum described by a diffusion coefficient Ddip, which is given (in the semiclassical treatment

followed here for an atom at rest) by

Ddip=

J

dt [(F(t) F(t + )) - fdip2]

(4.1)

where F is the two-valued instantaneous dipole force with
mean value fdip.

The expression of the correlation function (F(t) - F(t +
results from the physical picture given above:

i-))

A.

Fluctuations of Dipole Forces

The picture of the dressed atom cascading down its energy
diagram leads to a simple interpretation of the mean value
and fluctuations of dipole forces for an atom initially at rest
in r. If the dressed atom is in a dressed state of type 1, it
undergoes a force -VE 1 equal to minus the gradient of the
energy of this state (Fig. 5). Then, by spontaneous emission

of a photon

h(coL +

Q), which occurs at a random time, it

jumps into a state of type 2, where the force -VE 2

=

+VE 1

has a value opposite the previous one. A subsequent emission of a photon h(CL - Q) puts it back in a state of type 1 and
again changes the sign of the force. And so on ....

(F(t)-F(t +

E

t;j, t +
(-VEi)(-VEj)P(i,

-).

i=1,2j=1,2
(4.2)

It is equal to the product of the two instantaneous forces
-VEi and -VEj weighted by the probability to be in a state
of type i at time t and in a state of type j at time t + r and
summed over i andj. In the steady-state regime, P(i, t;j, t +
r) depends only on r and can be written as

P(i, t; , t +

It thus

appears that the instantaneous force experienced by the
atom switches back and forth between two opposite values
If T, and T2 are the
after random time intervals -1 , T2, .
mean values of these successive time intervals spent by the
dressed atom in levels of type 1 and 2, it is clear that the

-)) =

where Pi is the steady-state

=

-)

PiP(J, T/i,

0),

(4.3)

probability to be in i, which is

just Ilist:

Pi =

II iSt,

(4.4)

mean dipole force is the average value of -VE 1 and -VE 2 ,
respectively, weighted by T1/(T'1 + T2) and T2/(T1 + T2), which

and P(U, n/i, 0) is the conditional probability to be in j at r,
knowing that the atom is in i at t = 0. Solving Eq. (2.17)

are actually just the steady-state probabilities of occupation

with the initial condition IIH() = 1 gives
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(4.5a)

PU, -r/i,0) = 1 - P(i, f/i, 0).

(4.5b)

Finally, inserting Eqs. (4.3)-(4.5) into Eqs. (4.2) and (4.1)
and using the expressions given above for Ei, Hist, rpop,one
obtains
Ddip

f

(C

22

)3 (VC)

2

AW

fdipdz =

=

X7.

(5.2)

f is the average of the dipole force over a wavelength.

Be-

cause of the spatial periodicity of the system, AW depends
only on the atomic velocity v and not on z. Now, using Eq.

(3.18), 7can be related to the change of the atomic potential
energy

UA

and of the field energy

UF

I z+X
X

(4.6)

over one wavelength:

1 z+d
X
UF

(5.3)

Since Hi and Ei are periodic functions of z, the atomic potenC.

tial energy UA(z) given in Eq. (3.13) is also periodic in z, and

Discussion

Expression (4.6) for Ddip coincides exactly with the one derived from OBE's' in the limit (2.10) of well-resolved lines.

Actually, Gordon and Ashkin have used a dressed-atom picture, similar to the one presented here in Subsection 4.A, for
evaluating the order of magnitude ofDdipat resonance. Our

the contribution of the first term of Eq. (5.3) vanishes:
-

fi1dUA

f =- f +dUF.

dressed-atom picture is useful not only for an understanding

creases as (VCO1) 2 and does not saturate when the light intensity increases. Such a behavior is quite different from the
one exhibited by the diffusion coefficient of radiation pressure that saturates to values of the order of (hk) 2 r. The
large value of Ddjp is due to the fact that, between two

spontaneous emission processes, the atomic momentum increases as VE, and is therefore not limited when co,increases.
This introduces severe limitations for the realization of radiative traps using standing waves: The diffusion coefficient
increases more rapidly with co,(as 12 ) than the depth of the
2
potential well, which varies only as log(1 + CW
/262 ) [see Eq.
(3.20)].

1 [UA(z + X) - UA(z)] = 0. (5.4)

Equation (5.3) then reduces to

result (4.6), which is valid for any detuning 6,shows that the
of the physical mechanisms but also for a quantitative calculation of Ddip.
The most important feature of Eq. (4.6) is that Ddip in-

=-

(5.5)

The integral of dUFover one wavelength, contrary to dUA,is
not necessarily zero. The atomic motion can indeed induce
an asymmetry of the fluorescence triplet, so that the energy
radiated in the two sidebands of this triplet, at L + and L
, can be larger or smaller than the energy of the photons
COLabsorbed

in the laser wave. This gain (or loss) of energy

by the electromagnetic field is then of course compensated
by a loss (or gain) of kinetic energy of the atom, by the action
of the dipole force upon this atom.
To go further in the calculation of , we now need to
evaluate fdip [Eq. (5.2)] or dUF [Eq. (5.5)] as functions of the

position and the velocity of the atom. From Eq. (3.6)for fdip
or Eq. (3.17) for dUF, we see that this amounts to determining the populations Hi and the coherences Pijat a given point
and for a given velocity. A general determination

5. ATOMIC MOTION IN A STANDING WAVE
This last section is devoted to the application of the dressedatom approach to the particular case of atomic motion in a
standing wave. We are interested here in the average of
the dipole force over a wavelength and in the variations of f
with the atomic velocity. We first relate f to the rate of

of the Hi's

and the pij's (i.e., for any velocity) would require that the set
of equations (2.20) be solved. Actually, we shall restrict
ourselves to velocities such as kv small compared with kVcr so

that only the Ii's are needed and NA terms can be neglected
in Eqs. (2.20). The equation of evolution for the Ii's is then
Eq. (2.17), which we are now going to solve for the following
two velocity ranges: very low velocities kv <<r (which have

strict ourselves to the adiabatic limit [velocitiessmaller than

already been explored in Subsection 3.D) and intermediate
velocities r kv <<kcr.

vc,; see inequality (2.29)], and we investigate in detail the two
velocity ranges kv <<r (Subsection 5.B) and kv > r (Subsec-

B. Case of Very Low Atomic Velocities

variation of the field energy (Subsection 5.A); we then re-

tion 5.C). Finally (Subsection 5.D), we compare our results
with the ones obtained with a continued-fraction expansion
of the dipole force.
A. Dipole Force Averaged on a Wavelength
We consider in the following a one-dimensional
wave:
C1O(Z)
= CO,
cos kz,

standing

<

For very low velocities such that kv is small compared with
r, the principle of the resolution of the equation of evolution
of Hi [Eq. (2.17)] has already been given in Subsection 3.D:

One can expand the solution of Eq. (2.17) in powers of kv/r,
the zeroth-order solution being simply the steady-state value Hist. The simplest way to obtain is then to start from
the expression of fdjp(z, v) [Eq. (3.31)] obtained in Subsection 3.D and to average it over a wavelength:
(X/2

(5.1)

XJ
X

and we restrict ourselves to a motion along the z direction.
With view to using this standing wave for slowing down (or

accelerating) atoms, it is interesting to consider the kinetic
energy A W lost or gained by the atom over a wavelength and
equal to the work of the dipole force along a wavelength' 9 :

1
-

-/

fdip(z, v)dz

1

X/2
I

J-X/2

fdip

(z)dz-X

(X/2

2hb

I I'
XJ-X/2
-

/

WC
2
2

\CO,

1

32
2

+ 22/

C 2vdz.
(5.6)
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fdipSt(z)is an odd function of z so that its contribution to Eq.

(5.6) vanishes. One is then left only with the second term of
Eq. (5.6) that can be written as
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rather interested in , and, furthermore, we shall restrict
ourselvesto the high-velocity side: kv >>F. For such velocities, the function e(zl, Z2) is close to 1 if z 1 - 2 is smaller
than or of the order of X,so that we can write

f =-- v,

(5.7)
e(zl, z 2)

provided that the dipole force is sufficiently small sothat the

1-

p°p

dZ-

(5.13)

velocity v can be considered as constant over a wavelength.

Depending on the sign of the characteristic time T,f is either
a damping or an accelerating force. The explicit calculation

Assuming that the velocity v does not change much on a
wavelength, this gives the approximate value for Hi:

of r from Eq. (5.6) gives

Hi(z)

wiTo r (

3

+

+s

4(1 + S)3/2

}

(5.8)

with
TO =

2

m/hk ,

s=

(5.9)

,,2/232.

Several remarks can be made about Eq. (5.8).

First, we

note, as in Subsection 3.D, that the force damps the motion
(T positive) for a positive detuning
and accelerates it (negative) for a negative detuning. Second, Eq. (5.8)permits
a comparison of r with To [given in Eqs. (5.9)], which is the
characteristic time of radiation-pressure cooling. We see

that

T can be

much shorter than

To, which indicates

that the

dipole force in a strong standing wave can be much more

efficient for radiative coolingthan radiation pressure.20 Let
us mention, finally, that Eq. (5.8) is equal, in the limit of
well-separated lines, to the result found by Minogin and
Serimaa' 0 by a continued-fraction expansion of the dipole
force, calculated from OBE's.

rope',

(5.14)
rpop
where A stands for the average of a quantity A(z) over a

wavelength. We have neglected the second term of expression (5.13) in the numerator of Eq. (5.12)since this numerator is already in 1/v. Using Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16) for Hi and
rpop,expression (5.14) can be written as

II, --

P12

H12+ P2 l

,

Hi(z) = e(zo, z)lli(zo) +
ex1-

f

J dz'

"

''

dz" POP

e(z', z),

(5.11)

We now take advantage of the periodicity of Hi(z) and write
Eqs. (5.11) with zo = z - X. This gives

dz'
Hi(z)

=

f____

Uq

O

tl

noF1

P 21

These two last expressions have a straightforward interpretation: When kv is large compared with r, the atom has a
small probability of emitting a fluorescence photon when it
moves over a single wavelength.

It is therefore not sensitive

to the local rij's, but rather it averages them over a wavelength X;the populations then become nearly independent
of z, and they are determined by the balance of transfers
between the dressed levels with these averaged rates Pi.
The final step of the calculation of is now to insert the
Hi's into expression (3.17) of dUF and integrate the result
over one wavelength to get7by using Eq. (5.5). We find that
"12r+12P21

dUF=(h£2P2 1

(5.10)

but for which an expansion of Hi in powers of ku/r is no
longer possible. We then have to start with the general
solution of Eq. (5.10):

z2 ) =

(D
0eF

(5.15)
"12+

h

2

_ _ _

_
r 12P
+ _:P21

(5.16)

so that, by putting dt = dz/v,

v dz = -rPP(U.i - Iist)

e(zl,

0..

oL
V'J "21

C. Case of Intermediate Velocities
We now turn to the case of intermediate velocities P < kv <<
kVcr, for which NA terms can still be neglected in the evolu-

tion of the Hi's:

(D
M

V

1-e(z-X,

r2l x rl2 - £21'2X r2l

V

12 +

(5.12)

This last expression is valid for any velocity satisfying the
adiabatic approximation. It would now be possible to insert
this value into the dipole force (3.22) and to obtain in this
way a general result for the dipole force at the adiabatic

approximation. A similar result has already been obtained
by Fiordilino and Mittleman 2 l by a method using a Fourier
expansion of the OBE solution in the standing wave. We
shall not perform this general calculation here, since we are

(5.17)

21

For this second velocity range ( <<kv), it appears that the
variation of Iwith the velocity is completely different from
what has been found for the first range kv <<
r: Instead of
being proportional to the velocity (5.7), 7 is now inversely
proportional to v, thus indicating that the power dissipated
by f and transferred to the field is independent of the velocity.
Before giving the explicit results for rij and urij,let us
transform Eq. (5.17)in order to get some physical insight for

h(CL+ £ 2)P+ h(CL-QW12

e(z', z)

z)

h

-

dUF

'

dt

-fv =

=

+

r

1 + 1

"12

_

- (5.18)

"2i

The two quantities h(CL + £)r 21/P21 and h(CL + £)rl 2/Pl2
are, respectively, the average energies of photons emitted in
the transitions I1,n) - 12,n - 1) and 12,n') -I 1, n' - 1),
whereas -2hCL is the energy lost by the laser field when
these two transitions occur. The numerator of Eq. (5.8) is
then the total variation of the field energy in a cycle 1 - 2 1 (or 2 - 1 - 2). On the other hand, the denominator is just
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(CO,2 +

4.4

19

2)1/2 -

bo

1

1

4
40

r12

"21

ha

(5.21)

-4

0

which shows that 7 will be a damping force for positive.
Another way of expressing this result is to say that the
moving atom "sees" more "uphill" parts than "downhill"

M
4a
Q
4)

ones, since transitions preferentially occur for 6 > 0 from the

;A

"top" of a given dressed energy level to the "bottom" of the

P.-I
Cd
C
-4

other one (see Fig. 6). For

< 0, the conclusion is of course

reversed so that, finally, it appears that the respective signs
of f and are the same here as for very slow atoms (Subsec-

0

4CdQ

tion 5.B).

rij is possible from
rij,where Cl is replaced

An explicit calculation of rij and

(1)

expressions (2.5) and (2.12) of £ and

PI-,

by Eq. (5.1). One obtains

P12
r 1+
21=

r12

4 {1

//,1±4
2s 1/21

1
4(1 + 2s)

2iril(1l+2s)12E

[1

+ 2s/

2s

JJ

)1/

n-1

I

t

%
(1 2s

(11

+(1 + 2s)1 2 Ki + 2s)

1/2

(5.22)
+ r

Fig. 6. Interpretation of the slowing down for > 0 of an atom
moving in a standing wave with intermediate velocities. The emis-

sion of the upper sideband of the fluorescencespectrum (transitions
1 - 2) occurs preferentially at the antinodes of the standing wave
where the contaminations of I1,n + 1;r) byle, n + 1) and 12,n, r) by
g, n + 1) are the largest. By contrast, for the lower sideband, the
transitions 2

-

1 occur preferentially

where K and E are the elliptic integrals of the first and the
second kind2 2 :

K(k) = J 21
2in2
da
K J)o (1 - k2 sin2 a)"12

at the nodes where 12, n r)

and I1, n - 1; r) coincide, respectively, with le, n) and g, n).
Consequently, between two transitions 1 -

2 or 2 -

1, the moving

atom "sees" on the average more "uphill" parts that "downhill"
ones in the dressed-atom
down.

J da (1-k
Ir/2

energy diagram and is therefore slowed

E(k) =

2

sin2 a)12,

(5.23)

where s is given by Eq. (5.9) and where e is the sign of 5(E=

the duration of such a cycle so that the right-hand side of Eq.
(5.18) is the variation of the field energy per unit time, as
expected. The main interest of Eq. (5.18) is to indicate
clearly the dependence of the sign of f with the detuning .
Take, for example, > 0 (Fig. 6). Photons emitted on the
lines 1, n - 2, n - (UL + ) will be preferentially emitted at

the antinodes of the standing wave, since it is at these points
I1, n; r) (essentially g, n + 1) for > 0)
contains the largest admixture of e, n) and is therefore the
most unstable. We then obtain
that the level

h(CL + Q)r2 1
L

R

r2l

^~[WL

+

(1

+

-

Remark
It is interesting to come back to the problem of the asymmetry of the fluorescence spectrum emitted by the moving
atom. In Subsection 2.B we have seen that, in a small'
displacement

dr = v dt, a change dUF of the field energy

reflects that different numbers of photons dn+ and dn- are
emitted in the two sidebands L I Q(r). On the other hand,
because of the periodic variation of the populations Hi(z) for
an atom moving in a standing wave, the averages over a

2 + 2)1/2].

[

64 1).

(5.19)

By contrast, photons emitted on the line 2, n -k 1, n - will
be preferentially emitted at the nodes of the standing wave
since, at these points, 12, n; r) is equal to le, n) and is
therefore the most unstable. This gives

distance X of the numbers of photons emitted in the two
sidebands NI+and ._ are necessarily equal. This equality
N+ = N_ does not imply, however, that the field energy does
not change when the atom travels over X but only that the
total weights of the two sidebands of the fluorescence spec-

trum emitted during this interval are equal. Actually the
field energy does vary, because the average energies of the

(5.20)

N+ and N_ photons emited in the upper and lowersidebands
are larger (smaller) than L + and L if is positive

Putting approximations (5.19) and (5.20) into expression
(5.18), we obtain

sidebands have the same weights, their centers of gravity are
not symmetric with respect to L-

h(_OL-

£)P

2

-

)

r12

(negative) (see Fig. 6).

In other words, even if the two
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Connection with Previous Works

In the low-intensity limit (1 < ), atomic motion in a standing wave can be analyzed in perturbative terms. At the
lowest order (in W, 2 /r2), the mean dipole force averaged over
Xappears as the difference between the radiation pressures
of the two counterpropagating waves, "seen" with different
Doppler shifts by the moving atom.9 At higher orders, resonant multiphoton processes appear that involve absorption
of photons from one wave and stimulated emission of photons in the opposite wave ("Doppleron" resonances).7
At higher intensities ( 1 >> r), such a perturbative approach is no longer valid. Most previous works use then an
exact solution of OBE's in terms of continued fractions or
Fourier-series expansion.0""1,21 These methods provide an
exact solution, but, unfortunately, they do not give any
physical picture for the new features that appear in this
intensity range.
The dressed-atom approach followed in this paper is precisely well adapted to the limit wi >>r. It has the advantage
of providing not only simple physical pictures but also tractable analytical expressions in different velocity ranges. In
order to demonstrate the accuracy of expressions (5.7) and

1719

We see that the agreement between the two theories is very
goodfor these two velocity ranges. Note that it is possible to
connect the two results for the dressed atom [expressions
(5.24a) and (5.24b)]by calculating f from the general expression (5.12) for the populations.

Actually, we have done such

a numerical calculation, and the predictions of the two theories (dressed atom and continued fractions) then coincide
perfectly, provided that the adiabatic approximation holds.
When the velocity becomes too large, resonances appear on
the solid curve of Fig. 7 (continued-fractions

result), which

are a signature of the breakdown of the adiabatic approximation. These are related to the so-called "Doppleron resonances."7

The force has been expressed in Fig. 7 in units of hkr/2,
which is the saturation radiation pressure. We see that the
averaged dipole force can exceed this radiation pressure by 2

orders of magnitude for realistic Rabi frequencies (

=

looor is achieved for sodium atoms with 1-W laser power

focused on 1 00 gm). This indicates the very rich potentialities of this system, for example, for slowing down an atomic
beam by sweeping a standing wave over the Doppler profile.

(5.17)-(5.22) given above, we compare now their predictions

The idea would be to change the relative frequencies of the
two counterpropagating waves so that the nodes and the

with those of an exact calculation.

antinodes of the standing wave would move with a velocity

For example, the solid curve of Fig. 7 represents the result

obtained by the continued-fraction method for the variations with kv/r of the mean dipole 7when CO,
= looor and =
200r, whereas the two dashed lines represent the dressedatom predictions (5.7) and (5.17)-(5.22):
kv

<<r,

r<<kv<<kvc,
2r,

7 = 4 6 (hkr)

=

(kv),

/hkr) ( r )
(40
2]

kkv,

(5.24a)

(5.24b)

vsw. The velocity appearing in the expressions (5.24)of the
dipole force would now be the relative velocity v

-

vsw

between the moving atom and the standing wave. An appropriate sweeping of vswwould then permit the decelerating force to be kept close to the optimal value of Fig. 7.

Kazantsev has also suggested2 3 that a swept standing wave
be used to accelerate beams of neutral atoms.
6.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have derived the following results in this
paper.
The dipole force experienced by an atom in a gradient of
light intensity is closely related to the spatial variation of the
energy levels of the combined system: atom + laser photons
(dressed states) and to the redistribution of populations
between these levels induced by the atomic motion (NA
effects) or by spontaneous emission of fluorescence photons
(radiative relaxation). We have shown that the work done

Fig. 7. Mean dipole force f (in units of hkr/2) versus velocity (in
units of r/k) for an atom moving in a standing wave ( = looor, =

by the dipole force during a small atomic displacement dr
corresponds to the sum of the changes of the atomic potential energy and of the field energy, the latter change being
related to an asymmetry of the fluorescence spectrum emitted by the atom during the displacement.
As in the Stern-Gerlach effect, two different forces with
opposite signs are associated with the two types of positiondependent dressed states. An atom initially at rest in r
undergoes spontaneous transitions between these two types
of states. The corresponding picture of a two-valued instantaneous force fluctuating around a mean value leads to
the correct values for the mean dipole force and for the
atomic-momentum diffusion coefficient associated with intensity gradients.

200). The solid curve is an exact numerical solution obtained by
the method of continued fractions. The two dashed lines represent
the analytical predictions of the dressed-atom approach for very low
velocities (kv <<r) (see also the insert) and for intermediate velocities (r <<kv <<kVcr). The structures appearing in the exact solution

preted the velocity-dependent dipole force as being due to
the finite time constant of radiative relaxation, which introduces a time lag in the variation of the dressed-state popula-

A
-u

5

11

For a very slowly moving atom (kv << ), we have inter-

in the high-velocity domain are a signature of the breakdown of the

tions of the moving atom.

adiabatic approximation ("Doppleron" resonances).

why the velocity-dependent dipole force damps the atomic

We have explained in this way

5i

a

ne
W
co

0
*

E
Ma9
5d
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motion when the laser is detuned above the atomic frequency and why, in a high-intensity standing wave, the sign of the
-W
0
U

force is opposite the one obtained by adding the radiation
pressures of the two counterpropagating waves.
We have also considered the case of an atom moving in a

high-intensity standing wave with intermediate velocities (P
14
C.)

C.)

C.)
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<<kv <<kVcr). We have shown in this case that the dipole
force averaged over X is inversely proportional to v, and we

have interpreted this result as being due to the fact that one
sideband of the fluorescence specrum is emitted preferentially in the antinodes of the standing wave, whereas the
other one is emitted in the nodes. Potentialities of such a
dipole force for efficient slowing down of atoms have been

pointed out.
It thus appears that the dressed atom provides useful
physical insights in the dipole force in the high-intensity
domain (l >>r) where perturbative approaches are no
longer valid.

We have also shown that such an approach

leads to tractable mathematical expressions that are in good
quantitative agreement with the prediction of other exact
solutions (analytical or numerical) when they exist.
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